**offline**

**January 13, 2021 - January 20, 2021**

**WINTER INCLUSIVE DANCE CAMP AND INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL “PEREKRESTKI”**

Russia, Suzdal  
Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance,  
Russia Moscow  
info@inclusive-dance.ru  
+79264478292

---

**online**

**February 21, 2021**

**DANCE AND INCLUSION. ONLINE CONFERENCE**

Georgian National Wheelchair Dance Sport Federation  
geoparadance@gmail.com  
+995593146091

---

**online**

**February 21, 2021**

**INCLUSIVE DANCE UNIVERSITY, LEARNING PROGRAM**

Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance,  
Russia Moscow  
info@inclusive-dance.ru  
+79264478292

---

**online**

**January, 2021**

**FUTURE INCLUSIVE DANCE CZECH REPUBLIC, OSTRAVA**

Inclusive Dance Czech republic  
ivana.martakova@seznam.cz  
+420777984004
March 2021

INCLUSIVE DANCE NL WORKSHOP AND PERFORMING DAY

The Netherlands, Tiel
Association Inclusive Dance NL
c.vanhugten@freelerl.nl
+31 633056250
+31 642548195

April 7, 2021 - May 6, 2021

INCLUSIVE DANCE-THEATER PERFORMANCE “ALICE IN WISHES-COUNTRY”

Austria, Vienna
Cultural and educational association “Ich bin O.K.”
Dance Studio
info@ichbinok.at
+435124306

March 2021

NEW TAIPEI CITY SOCIAL WELFARE CUP

Taiwan, New Taipei City
New Taipei City Government, New Taipei City
Wheelchair Dance Sport, Association Rotary 3482
Taipei EverWell Club
lydia442236@yahoo.com.TW
+86 961135792, +886 922020995

April, 2021

INCLUSIVE ART : MUSIC, ART AND DANCE COMPONENTS. EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR SPECIALISTS

Indonesia, Bali
Inclusive Art Foundation
inclusive.art.foundation@gmail.com
+917378454909
**May 28, 2021 - May 29, 2021**

**5 FESTIVAL OF INCLUSIVE FORMS OF DANCE (5FIFT)**

Poland, Lomianki
Association Swing Duet
iciok@wp.pl
+48604534990

---

**May 19, 2021**

**PREMIERE OF INCLUSIVE DANCE PERFORMANCE «SAMO.TY»**

Czech republic, Brno
Dance group - Proty Boty
katerina.hanzlikova@gmail.com
+420739423302

---

**Offline**

**May, 2021**

**SPRING INCLUSIVE DANCE CAMP AND RUSSIAN SELECTION ROUND OF THE INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL**

Russia, Sochi
Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance, Russia Moscow
info@inclusive-dance.ru
+79264478292

---

**Online**

**May 1, 2021 - July 30, 2021**

**INTERNATIONAL ONLINE COMPETITION OF THE INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL**

Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance, Russia Moscow
info@inclusive-dance.ru
+79264478292
June 5, 2021 - June 6, 2021
DIVERSITY UNITED SCHIEDAM SUMMERSCHOOL
Netherlands, Schiedam
Dutch Inclusive Dance Alliance

June 18, 2021 - June 20, 2021
PERFORMANCE „INEQUALITY, BUT EVERYONE WANTS“
Germany, Erfurt
Cultural and educational association “Ich bin O.K.” Dance Company
info@ichbinok.at
+435124306

June 26, 2021 - June 27, 2021
IDS SALSA INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL CO & WORKSHOP - ONLINE
Bailaya ID - International DanceSport ID
ids.dance.camp.co@gmail.com
bailayafsd@yahoo.com
+57 3157824675
+57 3044830444

June 27, 2021
MANCHESTER GRAND PRIX 2021 INCLUSIVE DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP.
10TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
United Kingdom, Manchester
Inclusive Dance United Kingdom
inclusivedanceuk@gmail.com
+447828201044
August 2021

INCLUSIVE SUMMER DANCE CAMP

Austria, Steinschał Tradigist
Cultural and educational association “Ich bin O.K.”
Dance Studio
info@ichbinok.at
+435124306

Offline

Summer, 2021

OXALA INCLUSIVE DANCE WORKSHOPS

France, Biarritz
Compagnie de danse Inclusive Oxala
loricordeau@gmail.com
+330611039608

Offline

September 24, 2021 – September 26, 2021

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL “ART EVOLUTION”

Estonia, Tallin
MTÜ Arenduskeskus «Matveika»
ritaternos@gmail.com
+372 56467088

Offline

September 25, 2021 - September 30, 2021

MEXICAN OPEN INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL ONLINE

Asociacion Mexicana de Danza terapeutica A.C.
admtmex@gmail.com

Online
September, 2021
INCLUSIVE DANCE AND ART: CULTURE OF INDONESIA. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM

Inclusive Art Foundation
inclusive.art.foundation@gmail.com
+917378454909

October 2021
INCLUSIVE DANCE CAMP IN MOSCOW

Russia, Moscow
Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance, Russia Moscow
info@inclusive-dance.ru
+79264478292

October 2021
IX INTERNATIONAL CHARITY DANCE FESTIVAL INCLUSIVE DANCE 2021

Russia, Moscow
Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance, Russia Moscow
info@inclusive-dance.ru
+79264478292

October 9, 2021
BRITISH OPEN INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL & ONLINE COMPETITION. CONGRESS & LECTURE DAY

United Kingdom, Hertfordshire
Inclusive Dance United Kingdom
inclusivedanceuk@gmail.com
+447828201044
**BRITISH OPEN INCLUSIVE DANCE FESTIVAL & ONLINE COMPETITION. BRITISH OPEN INCLUSIVE DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP**

United Kingdom, Hertfordshire
Inclusive Dance United Kingdom
inclusivedanceuk@gmail.com
+447828201044

**INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP “DANCE AND THE INTERCULTURAL MINDSET FOR INCLUSIVE PROJECTS”**

Asociacion Mexicana de Danza terapéutica A.C.
admtmex@gmail.com

**INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL CONFERENCE OF INCLUSIVE DANCE**

Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance,
Russia Moscow
info@inclusive-dance.ru
+79264478292

**DIVERSITY UNITED SCHIEDAM WINTERSCHOOL**

Netherlands, Schiedam
Dutch Inclusive Dance Alliance
December 1, 2021 - December 3, 2021

INCLUSIVE DANCE WORLD VISION 2021

Charity Foundation Inclusive Dance, Russia Moscow
info@inclusive-dance.ru
+79264478292